
Massey Ferguson lawn care solutions

MF GROUNDS CARE



Cast-iron front axle 
  Provides added strength 
while pivoting gives a 
smooth, even cut

11 position deck  
height adjustment 
  Allows the operator to 
easily adjust the height 
of the deck to suit the 
conditions and cut height

Step-through chassis 
  Allows for easy mounting 
and dismounting

Hydrostatic transmission 
  Serviceable
  Easy operation
  Added torque for  
uneven terrain

Kohler® engine
  Twin cylinder
  Easy, dependable starts
  Reliable and long-life 
design
  Easy maintenance

Side Discharge Lawn Tractor
Reliable and packed with features
Massey Ferguson’s Side Discharge Lawn Tractors makes mowing lawn 
easy. With a strong, dependable Kohler® engine and amazing features, this 
lawn tractor is tough to beat. Our side discharge model allows you to cover 

large areas in a short space of time as there is no need to constantly stop 
to empty the grass catcher. Cutting height can be easily adjusted to ensure 
ideal results and a number of accessories can be attached.

MF 42-20SD | 20 HP* | 42" cutting deck

*As rated by engine manufacturer. 

Features:
 20 hp* Kohler® 7000 Series V-Twin OHV petrol engine
 107 (42”) side steel discharge deck
 Heel/toe operated hydrostatic transmission
 Cruise control for user comfort
 12 position height adjustment for large yards
 Electric PTO deck engagement
 Deck wash
 Cast-iron front axle
 Mow in reverse facility
 Four deck wheels (two front, two rear)

With Massey Ferguson’s history dating back over 150 years, todays range of lawn care and compact tractors bear the 
hallmarks of all Massey Ferguson equipment top performance, reliability, operator comfort and uncompromising build quality. 

Let Massey Ferguson meet your grounds care needs with reliable and robust lawn tractors and zero turn mowers. These 
lawn care solutions will ensure any lawn, big or small, is well maintained all year round.

Grounds Care



MF 42-20SD | 20 HP* | 42" cutting deck

Large fuel tanks
  MF 42-ZT: 10.6 litres
  MF 50-22ZT: 10.6 litres 
  Provides long running times 
  Easily accessible

Side-mounted  
systems monitor
  Easy-to-read hour meter 
  Monitors oil pressure,  
battery voltage, PTO and  
park brake operation

Easy-mount chassis 
  The lap bars move  
aside allowing for 
easy mounting and 
dismounting

Twin hydrostatic 
transmissions
  Twin hydrostatic 
transmissions provide  
zero-turn manoeuvrability
  Easy operation with twin  
lap bars

Kohler® or PowerMore® 

engines
  22 hp* or 679cc* premium  
twin cylinder engines 
  Reliable and long-life 
design
  Easy, trouble-free starting

4-bolt automotive style  
rear hubs
  For added durability 
and strength at the rear 
wheels, as well as ease  
of maintenance

Zero-Turn Mowers

Operator comfort and controls: The seat is fitted with armrests and is 
adjustable for greater operator comfort. The lap-bars are also adjustable and the 
controls are conveniently placed for ease of use. 

Off-set deck: The deck extends beyond the wheels, allowing the operator to 
mow up to edges and borders with ease.

Fast-attach deck system: Allows for the easy removal and replacement of the 
deck in seconds without tools.

*As rated by engine manufacturer. 

 679cc* PowerMore® engine

  Dual EZT transmissions for a 
smooth ride

  2-way adjustable lap bars for 
a comfortable ride

 

  107 cm (42”) cutting deck 
with 8 position height 
adjustment 

 Zero-turning radius

  PTO clutch: electric 
engagement 

Features:
 22 hp* Kohler® 7000 Series V-Twin OHV petrol engine

 127 cm (50") cutting deck with 8 position height adjustment

 Dual EZT transmissions for a smooth ride

 2-way adjustable lap bars for a comfortable ride

 Zero-turning radius

 PTO clutch: electric engagement

MF 50-22ZT | 22 HP* | 50" cutting deckMF 42-ZT | 679cc* | 42" cutting deck

Massey Ferguson’s Zero-Turn Mowers allow you to mow around 
edges, borders and trees. The easy-to-use lap bars allow you to 

control the riders with ease. Bursting with features, these Zero-Turn 
Mowers will have you mowing in circles. Optional catcher available.

Easier to use, faster to finish

Features:



Lawn Tractors Zero-Turn Mowers

MF 42-20SD MF 42-ZT MF 50-22ZT

Drive Hydrostatic transmission Dual EZT hydrostatic transmissions Dual EZT hydrostatic transmissions

Drive (continued) Heel/Toe foot pedal 2-way adjustable lap bars 2-way adjustable lap bars

PTO Engagement Electric PTO Electric PTO Electric PTO

Engine to transmission Heavy-duty Kevlar® belt Heavy-duty Kevlar® belt Heavy-duty Kevlar® belt

Engine

Engine Kohler® 7000 Series PowerMore® Kohler® 7000 Series

Number cylinders V-Twin OHV  OHV V-Twin OHV

Engine power 20 hp* 679cc* 22 hp*

Lubrication 
Fully-pressurised oil pump 

with spin on filter
Fully-pressurised oil pump 

with spin on filter
Fully-pressurised oil pump 

with spin on filter

Turning radius 46 cm Zero Zero

Additional Specifications

Front tyres 15 x 6.00 11 x 4.00 13 x 5.00

Rear tyres 20 x 10.00 18 x 8.50 18 x 9.50

Forward speeds 0 – 12.9 km/h 0 – 11.3 km/h 0 – 11.3 km/h

Reverse speeds 0 – 6.4 km/h 0 – 4.8 km/h 0 – 4.8 km/h

Fuel tank 10.4 litres 10.6 litres 10.6 litres

Mower Deck

Deck Type 42” Steel Side Discharge 42” Steel Side Discharge 50” Steel Side Discharge

Fast Attach Deck No Yes Yes

Height Adjustment 12 position 8 position 6 position

Cutting width 107 cm (42") 107 cm (42”) 127 cm (50")

Blades Twin blade Twin blade Triple blade

Warranty

Warranty
Non-commercial use: 2 years

Commercial use: 90 days
Non-commercial use: 2 years

Commercial use: 90 days
Non-commercial use: 2 years

Commercial use: 90 days

*As rated by engine manufacturer. 

Every effort has been made to ensure that the information contained in this publication 
is as accurate and current as possible. However, inaccuracies, errors or omissions may 
occur and details of the specifications may be changed at any time without notice. 
Therefore, all specifications should be confirmed with your Massey Ferguson Dealer  
or Distributor prior to any purchase.

Specifications

 is a worldwide brand of AGCO.

facebook.com/MasseyFergusonGlobal
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